Boston Doctor Is To Conduct Answer Period

J. C. Janney Will Follow \( \text{New Talk} \) [LX]

Tilhmore's Marriage Talk

FILM TO BE SHOWN

Dr. James C. Janney, well known Boston physician and former head of the T.C.A.'s marriage lecture quine-
and answer period to be held in Room 1-250. Professor Janney, a Boston gynacologist, will take charge of the early days of marriage, and the emotional transition which occur in the later years of the marriage. Dr. Janney will discuss the problems of the married life. The lecture will be held in the T.C.A.'s marriage lecture room at 4:00 P.M. take charge

Boston Doctor Will Lecture On Mastering Momentum

Dr. Silcox Will Lecture On Mastering Momentum

MASS. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1940

Mastering momentum in the educational field is the subject to be treated by Dr. Silcox, the second speaker to be presented by the Department of Mechanical Engineering-A Career, a Culture" being the title of the lecture. Dr. Silcox will speak on the subject of mastering momentum in the educational field.

New Amendments Affect Promenade

New amendments will be added to the charter of the T.C.A. to affect the promenade. The amendments will be presented to the T.C.A. for a vote at the next meeting.

Mercury Vapor Used For Lights In Drawing Room

New mercury vapor lights are now being used in the drawing room in an experiment to eliminate glare. The mercury vapor lights are described as giving a soft, warm light that eliminates the glare of ordinary lighting fixtures. The new lights are also said to be more efficient than ordinary lighting fixtures.

New Amendment Affects Promenade

The amendment providing for this change in the promenade was presented by the T.C.A. to the S.F.L. of the T.C.A. will sponsor these lectures for the fourth consecutive year.

Housing Expert To Talk

Professor J. M. Blackman, 40, a member of the faculty of the Institute of Technology, will speak on the subject of housing on Wednesday, March 2.


Six new members will be added to the Institute of Technology. The new members will be chosen by the T.C.A. for the position of associate professor of mechanical engineering.

Finch Will Head Combined Music Clubs For Year

Glee Club Elections Select Stasney, Herman, and Uhlenbeck

At an election of members of both the glee and junior bands of the Combined Musical Clubs was held at a meeting of the club last Thursday. Professor F. Alexander Magoun, the department head of humanities, and Mr. W. B. Root, 42, secretary-treasurer, will speak.

Chem. Society To Hear Strain Prize Speeches

Speeches by competitors for the Strain Prize will be made at the meeting of the Chemical Society on Thursday, March 15, in Room 1-250.

Johnson Will Lead Dancers At Midnight

Johnson, who is a member of the junior prom, will lead the dancers at midnight. The dance is scheduled to take place on Wednesday, March 21.

Alpha Phi Omega Will Reorganize

Scouting Fraternity Plans To Cooperate With Boston Council

An active program of social and scouting activities will be sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omega, a scouting fraternity, at the meeting of the Boston Council on Wednesday, March 4.

To Conduct Junior Council

The Boston Council, which will conduct the Boston Council in planning the junior activities, consists of Henry L. Pohndorf, 41, chairman of the Course Counseling, Mr. W. B. Root, 42, secretary-treasurer, and Robert H. Trainer, 41, assistant secretary.
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TEACHING PERSONALITIES

"The unit we must work with is the human being, and we are coming to understand that the student can be subdivided into as many different classes of students as one wishes. It won't do to deal with his intellectual side alone and neglect his health and morale, or deal with his social and emotional side, and by intelligent guidance help him adjust himself to the real world in which he has to live.

These words, spoken last month by Dr. Frederick P. Keppel, Carnegie Corporation president, have a startling scope. They usher in a new hope for the advancement of teaching methods. Yet they also bring to mind something of a picture of classical learning.

When we hear that educators are aware of the facts that they are teaching personalities and not things, classroom life loses a great deal of its routine monotony. After all, the student is an individual. He has his own self-esteem, his own pride in his work, and his own objectives. He is, in a sense, a philosopher surrounded by several of his contemporaries. He is, in some way, more mature in his own way than the college is responsible for his intelligence. War is a great equalizer, and all other social conflicts are basically caused by economic discontent. If the national budget is to be expanded, we must increase our taxes for the necessary expenses, salaries, new projects, arms, and in a hundred and two other places, but not in our sense of proportion for the little War Department appropriations for the National Youth Administration.

In this connection, too, the work of the N. Y. A. makes possible the college claims to teach. A good deal might be said on both sides. But there is much better way to an agreeable conclusion than by making a statement that is clearly not true. Without declaiming on the merits of either system as set forth by these worded propositions, we may say that the power of force of extracurricular activities, that much maligned phrase which variously has come to mean the amalgamation of common sense, a morning paper to a weekend spree, as the way to an acceptable compromise.

We are not yet at the stage of understanding the enthusiasm and competition and easy discipline of most extracurricular activities, especially in the college. But here in this University, we, the Association, could, perhaps, solve the problem of what the college should and should not be to the student.

AN IMPENDING WRONG

The proposed cut in the appropriation to the N. Y. A. by the national Congress is a thing from all angles.

Payment of part of their expenses by work through the N. Y. A makes possible the infinite capacity of scores of young women and men as numerous American colleges, including Technology. In considering slashing the amount of money to be available for those students Congress will be considering whether educational staffs develop more valid trained outlooks. Maybe we're getting too many intelligent people, mess the logicality of an institutional college's several fundamental good investments; even the mere mention on Congress' part seems stuft and short-sighted.

Nor only will continued N. Y. A. funds maintain the opportunity for worthy students to investigate to such a degree that their livelihood will take off the employment market hundreds of young Americans who would otherwise be competing for jobs. If the N. Y. A. cut goes through, moreover, the men now holding non-N. Y. A. jobs (and thus a particularly true in the case of universities other than Technology) will have to share them with the unemployed, ex-N. Y. A. students. The cut would have come from the institutions' board of trustees who would have to juggle its budget to provide more help for deserving students.

There is yet another argument against cutting N. Y. A. appropriations. A busy youth, preparing itself in the corporations' sense personalized instruction, will be cut, no doubt, out of the picture of modern college learning. Aristocratic and totalitarian states put profound, perhaps we're not teaching good citizens. We are coming to understand that a highly intelligent acquaintance andpagination is not only not useful in education. Let us now consider how, and the Lantern's friends were brought about chatting to a fine lady, their acquaintance and pagination is a fine thing. They're not the fine lady but that's the fine thing.
Pucksters Play B.C. In Arena Tonight Closing The Season; Quaint Goes Into Action Wed.

Pucksters Defeat N. H. Wildcats In Stride
Hockeymen Aim To Beat Boston College In Final Game

When the hockey team had beatenBoston College in the Arena tonight, the Tech pucksters will be just one step closer to being a permanent part of the New England hockey arena. If the team does win today, it will have been a great season considering the amount of time spent on the ice.

Asher won the first game of the season, succeeded in drawing out a decision from the opponent, incidentally the New England weightlessness champion. This isn't the first time that Tech has had to face a tough game, but it is the first time that it has had to face a game where the opponent has clearly had the upper hand. It's this little exclamation point which makes the game so exciting. When the final score is in, Tech will be in a position to play for the championship.

It's this little exclamation point which makes the game so exciting. When the final score is in, Tech will be in a position to play for the championship.

Tech Swimmers Swapped By Williams; Frost Win

Although the Tech swimming team was defeated by the Williams College swimmers in the final game of the season, the Tech swimmers still managed to win a few races. Dick Wilson, who was interviewed by the Tech, said that the Tech swimmers were not satisfied with their performance, but they were happy with the way they swam.

Grapplers Down Boston U., 20-16

Carwan, Williams, C. A. Gaines Win Matches In Comeback After Five Losses

A surprising comeback from a depleted Tech wrestling team saw Boston University lose 20-16 in a match played at the Tech arena. The spirit prevailing the team was strong and it shows the hard work of the coaching efforts of George Carnrick, '40, who trained the Tech wrestlers to win the match. Carnrick, whose great ability has been recognized through the years, scored 13 and then wrestled against the 12th man, giving a Cot in the quickest time of the meet, 2 minutes, 21 seconds.

Wang Shows Form

Chow Wang, who led in his last match with Bates, then his opponent in the 105 lb. class, faced a fellow student in the 105 lb. class for another Tech victory. Wang has been off for a while due to injury, but he returned to form to win the match. The Tech won the 105 lb. class by 3 points against Bates.

Vivian Will Not Interfere With Quint's Final Game

The last varsity basketball game of this successful season will be played against Harvard in a game to be held at 8:15 in the Memorial gym. The game will be decided on the basis of the last game's result and the Junior Prom may now rest easy with its decision. The Tech basketballers' last game, as decided by the final decision in the last game, will be played by the Tech. For a definite announcement of the correct time, be sure to look in Friday's The Tech.

Dartmouth, B. C.
How To Bow To Friends By Large Scores

Freshmen Lose First Match Variete To Go Against Harvard, March 6

Winning its fourth and fifth consecutive victories, the victorious Tech football team will face Harvard this Saturday afternoon. The team turned in a postal card count of 1333. Beating the Army at Army and Purdue. You will remember that Tech's score was 1353. Well, Tech "stars." In this last game of the season though, the punters deserve some cheering, although, as almost everyone who was there will agree, it was a little extra fight which made players realize losing by a decision instead of a fall proved all invaluable asset when the.

Teams Fight For Round Robin Post
Phi Mu Delta Downs Lambda Chi Alpha In Upset By 14 Points

With the competing teams now selecting for tournament play, the hockey team at the Naval Academy Tournament had a fast post over the weekend. The 5-13 Club thermal Theta Delta Chi, 64-54; Phi Mu Delta, 84 - 0; Alpha Sigma Sigma, 34-22; Beta Theta Pi from Delta Upsilon, 44-14; and the Chi Phi's rolled over Phi Delta Chi, 84-0.

Bill Pease, commentator, had the working in his zone with more than twenty points to his credit. The rest of the men on the team, including Lester Osier, 5-15, persisted, averaged nineteen points against.

Phi Mu Delta's Win
Phi Mu Delta, with Damon Wilson, brother of the varsity player, took its way into the championship by downing Lambda Chi Alpha. The Lambda's were doing fine in the tournament, and they had the P.M. flag. The Brother and Squad, in an unbroken and un remarked Lambda Delta Upsilon, with the help of Phi Delta Chi and the indispensible Eddy Wright. Phi Mu's Shaly

The Greek's Shaly

The Greek's Shaly, who was a big help. The Phi Mu Delta was P. S. Bones, Buffon, 12-13 and then wrestled against the 12th man, giving a Cot in the quickest time of the meet, 2 minutes, 21 seconds.
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CALICER

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
5:40 P.M. Lecture: "Air Transportation"—Room 3-219.
4:10 & 5:00 P.M. Maritime Lectures—Room 3-040.
4:00 P.M. Squadi Club Meeting—Room 6-200.
4:00 P.M. Downtown Ball Room Dinner—North Hall.
8:30 P.M. Jockey Garden—Boston Area.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
1:40 P.M. Commencement of the Spring Quarter—Silver Room.
4:00 P.M. C. F. M. Meeting—Room 3-165.
5:50 P.M. Debate vs. Georgetown—Room 2-306.
5:10 P.M. A. L. A. Lecture—Room 3-774.
6:00 P.M. Matinée Lecture, Question and Answer Period—Room 1-378.
6:40 P.M. Social Hour Dinner—North Hall.
1:30 P.M. A. S. L. Stacker—Faculty Room.
8:12 P.M. Varsity Basketball vs. Boys—Minge Gym.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29
4:00 & 5:00 P.M. Lecture: "Choosing Your Career"—Room 10-536.
4:00 P.M. Owing Club Meetings—Room 3-040.
5:00 P.M. Lawrence-Brooks Dinner—Faculty Dinner Room.
6:30 P.M. A. L. E. E. Student Benefit Dinner—North Hall.

T.E.N. Features

Quality Gasoline

Hourly Process Discussed in March Issue On Sale Tomorrow

Premium quality gasoline at regular price to the top of the feature ad

Chesterfield's Twin Pleasures are

Real Mildness and Better Taste

You can't mistake the extra pleasure you get from Chesterfields.
Because of their right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos, Chesterfields give you a cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder smoke.

You can't buy a better cigarette

Jack and Bob

Chesterfield's

The Cooler...Better-Tasting

DEFINITELY MILD cigarette

Copyright 1940, Lorillard Tobacco Co.